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Vocational Read Aloud: bo s s  Blames

Sierra and Travis work at a shoe store that sells 
athletic shoes. Their job is to stack the shoes neatly in the 
correct area for each size. Travis gets off earlier than 
Sierra. Before he leaves he takes all of the boxes and shoves 
them messily into one stack. Sierra’s boss finds the messy 
stack of shoes. The next day, Sierra and Travis are called 
into a meeting. Their boss tells them that she is disappointed 
in them and that they will need to fix the shoes as soon as 
possible. Travis says that he and Sierra will work together 
to fix the stack. Sierra is frustrated because she had 
nothing to do with the messy stack of shoes•

Discission Questions: ?Boss Blames
1. What is Sierra  ary Travis’ job?

2. What is the Conflict?

3. Why does Sierra feel frustrated? 

4. Why do you thinx Travis tells his boss that he and sierra

will work together to fix the shoes? 
s

5. How is Sierra’s boss feeling a bolt Sierra and Travis?



Student Think Sheet: Boss Blames
I  hear Sierra and Travis have a conflict about:

think: I  wonder:



Name: Date: 
Problem Solving: Boss Blames

1.Who is th e  conflict between? 

2. What is the conflict?

3. Who do you think is at fault and why?

4. How do you think they should resolve the conflict?

_



Name: Date:
Make a Connection: Boss Blames

How would you feel if your boss blamed you for something Y°u did not do? Would 
you tell your boss who did it or would you just work to fix it?



Employee

Jasm ine applied for a job a t the bank. Today she got a 

phone call telling her that she was chosen for the position. She will 

officially be an employee o f the bank! An employee is anyone who is 

paid to work for a company. Employees are given schedules that they 

need to follow th at tell them  when they need to be at work. Jasm ine is 

also given a copy of her pay rate so she knows how much she will make 

per hour. It  is im portant for Jasm ine to be a good employee by going to 

work on tim e, doing her job while she is there, and clocking out when 

her shift is over.

Part A
(Check Each Box )
□ Read the Story
□ Circle the word Employee in the story
□ Trace & Write the word: Employee

Employee
Part B
(Fill in the Blank)
1. Who is this story about ?

2. Where does she work?

3. Wh at is an employee?



Employee
Part C
(Fill in the Blank)
Write one sentence that tells about the main idea of the story

Write one detail from the story

Part D 
(Circle One)

1. What does not make someone a good employee?
a. Going to work on time
b. Taking an extra long lunch
c. Working hard while you are at work
d. Clock out when your shift is over

2. What should Jasmine not expect from her company?
a. A schedule
b. A pay check
c. Information about the amount of money she will make per hour
d. A ride to work

3. What is one thing every employee has in common?
a. Every employee has a job
b. Every employee makes the same amount of money
c. Every employee has Mends at work
d. Every employee does a good job at work

©KrystalGriffith  checkin with Mrs G 2015-Present: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/store/check-In-with-Mrs-G
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S e lf-A d vo ca tin g  P r a c tic e
Role-Play Scenario

You would like to move 

seats, because the 

person next  to you is 

constantly off task and 

is distracting you.

(I struggle.../It is difficult.../I don't know.../It's hard for me...)

(I have tried.../I have used.../I have asked...)

(Could I please.../Could you please.../It would be helpful if...)

Copyright © 2018 Speech Therapy Store All Rights Reserved



Job Skills:
On Your First Day on the Job...? Card Set

Directions: Cut out the cards, turn them over, and shuffle them. Place the stack of cards in front of a 
small group of students. One student selects a card and reads the question aloud. The other members of 
the group will take turns answering the question. Rotate the card reader and continue until all of the
questions are answered. Students can create additional questions on the blank cards.

Alternative Activity: Use the cards as warm-ups or writing prompts.

On your first day on the job...

...what will you 
do if you are 

confused by the 
documents you are 

asked to sign? 

On your first day on the job...

...what will you 
say or do to help 

make a good 
first impression?

On your first day on the job...

...how will you 
remain calm and 

professional if you 
feel nervous or 

anxious?

On your first day on the job...

...how will you 
ensure you look 
appropriate and 

professional?

©Career and Employment Prep Job Skills: On Your First Day on the Job...?



Name___________________ Date

Estimate the price by rounding UP to the next dollar.
Ex: $5.32 rounds up to $6.00

Item Price E stim ated  P rice

pillow $8.59

jeans $24.58

package of pens $3.75

slippers $7.44

microwave $34.99

water bottle $9.57

fan $19.30

calculator $5.45

wallet $14.27

lotion $4.69

printer $39.67
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